Marking Period 4 Notebook Check Checklist
1. Syllabus
2. Chapter 13 and 14 Note Packet
3. Bubble Lab Packet
4. Chapter 13 and 14 Internet Lab Activities
5. River Systems and Divides Lab
7. Chapter 14 Homework Sec 14.1, 14.2, 14.3
8. Chapter 13 and 14 Review Packet
9. Chapter 8 Note Packet
10. Chapter 8 Internet Lab Activities
11. Chapter 8 Homework Sec 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, 8.4
12. Plate Tectonics Map
13. Plate Dynamics Video Worksheet
14. Chapter 8 Review Packet
15. Chapter 9 and 10 Note Packet
16. Chapter 9 Internet Lab Activities
17. Chapter 10 Internet Lab Activities
18. Chapter 9 Homework Sec 9.1, 9.2, 9.3
19. Chapter 10 Homework Sec 10.1, 10.2, 10.3
20. Chapter 9 and 10 Review Packet
21. Astronomy History Note Packet
22. Sky Wheel
23. Space Odyssey: Voyage to the Planets Worksheet
24. Solar Max Video Worksheet
25. Sun / Stars Note Packet
26. Today’s Weather Note / Lab Packet
27. Chapter 17 Sec 17.3, Chapter 19 Sec 19.1, 19.2 Homework
28. Chapter 20 Sec 20.5 Homework
29. Final Exam Review Objectives Sheet